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The literature of World War II â€”45 The outbreak of war in , as in , brought to an end an era of great
intellectual and creative exuberance. Individuals were dispersed; the rationing of paper affected the production
of magazines and books; and the poem and the short story , convenient forms for men under arms, became the
favoured means of literary expression. It was hardly a time for new beginnings, although the poets of the New
Apocalypse movement produced three anthologies â€”45 inspired by Neoromantic anarchism. No important
new novelists or playwrights appeared. Only three new poets all of whom died on active service showed
promise: Alun Lewis , Sidney Keyes, and Keith Douglas , the latter the most gifted and distinctive, whose
eerily detached accounts of the battlefield revealed a poet of potential greatness. It was a poet of an earlier
generation, T. Eliot , who produced in his Four Quartets â€”42; published as a whole, the masterpiece of the
war. Reflecting upon language, time, and history, he searched, in the three quartets written during the war, for
moral and religious significance in the midst of destruction and strove to counter the spirit of nationalism
inevitably present in a nation at war. This was particularly perceptible in authors who had already established
themselves before the war. Auden turned from Marxist politics to Christian commitment, expressed in poems
that attractively combine classical form with vernacular relaxedness. Christian belief suffused the verse plays
of T. Eliot and Christopher Fry. While Graham Greene continued the powerful merging of thriller plots with
studies of moral and psychological ambiguity that he had developed through the s, his Roman Catholicism
loomed especially large in novels such as The Heart of the Matter and The End of the Affair Less-traditional
spiritual solace was found in Eastern mysticism by Aldous Huxley and Christopher Isherwood and by Robert
Graves , who maintained an impressive output of taut, graceful lyric poetry behind which lay the creed he
expressed in The White Goddess , a matriarchal mythology revering the female principle. Allegory and
symbol set wide resonances quivering, so that short books make large statements. Her best-known novel, The
Prime of Miss Jean Brodie , for example, makes events in a s Edinburgh classroom replicate in miniature the
rise of fascism in Europe. The stylized novels of Henry Green , such as Concluding and Nothing , also seem to
be precursors of the terse, compressed fiction that Spark and Golding brought to such distinction. This kind of
fiction, it was argued by Iris Murdoch , a philosopher as well as a novelist, ran antiliberal risks in its
preference for allegory , pattern, and symbol over the social capaciousness and realistic rendition of character
at which the great 19th-century novels excelled. A Severed Head is the most incisive and entertaining of her
elaborately artificial works; The Bell best achieves the psychological and emotional complexity she found so
valuable in classic 19th-century fiction. While restricting themselves to socially limited canvases, novelists
such as Elizabeth Bowen, Elizabeth Taylor , and Barbara Pym continued the tradition of depicting emotional
and psychological nuance that Murdoch felt was dangerously neglected in midth-century novels. In contrast to
their wry comedies of sense and sensibility and to the packed parables of Golding and Spark was yet another
type of fiction, produced by a group of writers who became known as the Angry Young Men. From authors
such as John Braine , John Wain also a notable poet , Alan Sillitoe , Stan Barstow , and David Storey also a
significant dramatist came a spate of novels often ruggedly autobiographical in origin and near documentary in
approach. The predominant subject of these books was social mobility , usually from the northern working
class to the southern middle class. Satiric watchfulness of social change was also the specialty of Kingsley
Amis , whose deriding of the reactionary and pompous in his first novel, Lucky Jim , led to his being labeled
an Angry Young Man. As Amis grew older, though, his irascibility vehemently swiveled toward left-wing and
progressive targets, and he established himself as a Tory satirist in the vein of Waugh or Powell.
Thoughtfulness about the form of the novel and relationships between past and present fiction showed itself
most stimulatingly in the worksâ€”generally campus novelsâ€”of the academically based novelists Malcolm
Bradbury and David Lodge. From the late s onward, the outstanding trend in fiction was enthrallment with
empire. The first phase of this focused on imperial disillusion and dissolution. Three half-satiric, half-elegiac
novels by J. Then, in the s, postcolonial voices made themselves audible. The Satanic Verses was understood
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differently in the Islamic world , to the extent that the Iranian leader Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini
pronounced a fatwa, in effect a death sentence [later suspended], on Rushdie. Nor was India alone in inspiring
vigorous postcolonial writing. Particularly notable is An Insular Possession , which vividly harks back to the
founding of Hong Kong. Naipaul in his most ambitious novel, A Bend in the River Naipaul also chronicled
aftermaths of empire around the globe and particularly in his native Caribbean. Nearer England, the strife in
Northern Ireland provoked fictional response, among which the bleak, graceful novels and short stories of
William Trevor and Bernard MacLaverty stand out. Money is the most effectively focused of his books. The
most gifted exponent of this kind of writing, which sought immediate access to the realm of the subconscious,
was Angela Carter , whose exotic and erotic imagination unrolled most eerily and resplendently in her
short-story collection The Bloody Chamber and Other Stories Jeanette Winterson also wrote in this vein.
Having distinguished herself earlier in a realistic mode, as did authors such as Drabble and Pat Barker, Doris
Lessing published a sequence of science fiction novels about issues of gender and colonialism, Canopus in
Argosâ€”Archives â€” As the end of the century approached, an urge to look backâ€”at starting points,
previous eras, fictional prototypesâ€”was widely evident. The historical novel enjoyed an exceptional heyday.
Beryl Bainbridge , who began her fiction career as a writer of quirky black comedies about northern provincial
life, turned her attention to Victorian and Edwardian misadventures: Many novels juxtaposed a present-day
narrative with one set in the past. It also made extensive use of period pastiche, another enthusiasm of
novelists toward the end of the 20th century. In addition to the interest in remote and recent history, a concern
with tracing aftereffects became dominatingly present in fiction. Most subtly and powerfully exhibiting this,
Ian McEwan â€”who came to notice in the s as an unnervingly emotionless observer of contemporary
decadenceâ€”grew into imaginative maturity with novels set largely in Berlin in the s The Innocent [] and in
Europe in Black Dogs []. These repercussions are also felt in Last Orders , a masterpiece of quiet authenticity
by Graham Swift , a novelist who, since his acclaimed Waterland , showed himself to be acutely responsive to
the atmosphere of retrospect and of concern with the consequences of the past that suffused English fiction as
the second millennium neared. In its place emerged what came to be known with characteristic understatement
as The Movement. Poets such as D. The preeminent practitioner of this style was Philip Larkin , who had
earlier displayed some of its qualities in two novels: Jill and A Girl in Winter In contrast to the rueful
traditionalism of their work is the poetry of Ted Hughes , who succeeded Betjeman as poet laureate â€” In
extraordinarily vigorous verse, beginning with his first collection, The Hawk in the Rain , Hughes captured the
ferocity, vitality, and splendour of the natural world. It also shows a deep receptivity to the way the
contemporary world is underlain by strata of history. This realization, along with strong regional roots, is
something Hughes had in common with a number of poets writing in the second half of the 20th century. The
work of Geoffrey Hill especially King Log [], Mercian Hymns [], Tenebrae [], and The Triumph of Love []
treats Britain as a palimpsest whose superimposed layers of history are uncovered in poems, which are
sometimes written in prose. The dour poems of R. Thomas commemorate a harsh rural Wales of remote hill
farms where gnarled, inbred celibates scratch a subsistence from the thin soil. In collections such as Terry
Street , Douglas Dunn wrote of working-class life in northeastern England. Tony Harrison , the most arresting
English poet to find his voice in the later decades of the 20th century The Loiners [], From the School of
Eloquence and Other Poems [], Continuous [] , came, as he stresses, from a working-class community in
industrial Yorkshire. Before this, three books of dazzling virtuosity The Onion, Memory [], A Martian Sends a
Postcard Home [], and Rich [] established Raine as the founder and most inventive exemplar of what came to
be called the Martian school of poetry. The defining characteristic of this school was a poetry rife with
startling images, unexpected but audaciously apt similes , and rapid, imaginative tricks of transformation that
set the reader looking at the world afresh. From the late s onward Northern Ireland , convulsed by sectarian
violence, was particularly prolific in poetry. Born into a Roman Catholic farming family in County Derry, he
began by publishing verseâ€”in his collections Death of a Naturalist and Door into the Dark â€”that combines
a tangible , tough, sensuous response to rural and agricultural life, reminiscent of that of Ted Hughes, with
meditation about the relationship between the taciturn world of his parents and his own communicative calling
as a poet. Having spent his formative years amid the murderous divisiveness of Ulster, he wrote poetry
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particularly distinguished by its fruitful bringing together of opposites. Sturdy familiarity with country life
goes along with delicate stylistic accomplishment and sophisticated literary allusiveness. Surveying carnage,
vengeance , bigotry , and gentler disjunctions such as that between the unschooled and the cultivated , Heaney
made himself the master of a poetry of reconciliations. The closing years of the 20th century witnessed a
remarkable last surge of creativity from Ted Hughes after his death in , Andrew Motion , a writer of more
subdued and subfusc verses, became poet laureate. In Birthday Letters , Hughes published a poetic chronicle
of his much-speculated-upon relationship with Sylvia Plath , the American poet to whom he was married from
until her suicide in Heaney impressively effected a similar feat in his fine translation of Beowulf Drama
Apart from the short-lived attempt by T. Eliot and Christopher Fry to bring about a renaissance of verse
drama, theatre in the late s and early s was most notable for the continuing supremacy of the well-made play ,
which focused upon, and mainly attracted as its audience, the comfortable middle class. The most
accomplished playwright working within this mode was Terence Rattigan , whose carefully crafted,
conventional-looking playsâ€”in particular, The Winslow Boy , The Browning Version , The Deep Blue Sea ,
and Separate Tables â€”affectingly disclose desperations, terrors, and emotional forlornness concealed behind
reticence and gentility. An alternative reaction against drawing-room naturalism came from the Theatre of the
Absurd. Through increasingly minimalist playsâ€”from Waiting for Godot to such stark brevities as his
second-long drama, Breath â€” Samuel Beckett used character pared down to basic existential elements and
symbol to reiterate his Stygian view of the human condition something he also conveyed in similarly gaunt
and allegorical novels such as Molloy [], Malone Dies [], and The Unnamable [], all originally written in
French. Sloane , Loot , and What the Butler Saw â€”put theatrical procedures pioneered by Pinter at the
service of outrageous sexual farce something for which Pinter himself also showed a flair in television plays
such as The Lover [] and later stage works such as Celebration []. In plays from Rosencrantz and Guildenstern
Are Dead to later triumphs such as Arcadia and The Invention of Love , Stoppard set intellectually challenging
concepts ricocheting in scenes glinting with the to-and-fro of polished repartee. Irish dramatists other than
Beckett also exhibited a propensity for combining comedy with something more sombre. Their most recurrent
subject matter during the last decades of the 20th century was small-town provincial life. Their scenarios were
remarkable for an uncompromising insistence on human cruelty and the oppressiveness and exploitativeness
of capitalist class and social structures. In the s agitprop theatreâ€”antiestablishment, feminist, black, and
gayâ€”thrived. One of the more-durable talents to emerge from it was Caryl Churchill , whose Serious Money
savagely encapsulated the finance frenzy of the s. David Edgar developed into a dramatist of impressive span
and depth with plays such as Destiny and Pentecost , his masterly response to the collapse of communism and
rise of nationalism in eastern Europe. David Hare similarly widened his range with confident accomplishment;
in the s he completed a panoramic trilogy surveying the contemporary state of British institutionsâ€”the
Anglican church Racing Demon [] , the police and the judiciary Murmuring Judges [] , and the Labour Party
The Absence of War []. Hare also wrote political plays for television, such as Licking Hitler and Saigon: Year
of the Cat Trevor Griffiths, author of dialectical stage plays clamorous with debate, put television drama to
the same use Comedians [] had particular impact. Alan Bennett excelled in both stage and television drama.
His masterpieces, though, are dramatic monologues written for televisionâ€”A Woman of No Importance and
12 works he called Talking Heads and Talking Heads 2 The result is a drama, simultaneously hilarious and
sad, of exceptional distinction.
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In the meanwhile the success of Fascism inItaly and Nazism in Germany worried the political scene. As
President Roosevelt stated in one of his speeches, hunger and unemployment fostered dictatorships. Liberal
forms of Government seemed to have lost power to control events and political extremism seemed to be
expanding. The experiment of Soviet Union, instead, seemed to offer a model for the radicals of all Europe,
who were the indignant witnesses of the poverty and oppressions of the poor classes. After the October
Revolution, the Bolsheviks had consolidated their control of the country. The Russia under Stalin had become
a world industrial power. The principle of Marxism offered them an optimistic view of the future and attracted
the new generation who manifested solidarity with the oppressed and the persecuted. When the Spanish Civil
War broke out in , they went to fight against the fascists on the side of the Republicans, enlisting in the
International Brigade. In Hitler annexed Austria and the following year invaded Poland. The Western Powers
were responsible for this situation because they had adopted a policy of non-intervention and had let Hitler
become more and more powerful. They had believed that a strong Germany would provide protection against
the growing power of theSoviet Union. When they realised the danger coming from Nazism, they declared
war on Germany. England had to face hard continued bomber raids which half destroyed London and other
important towns. The war lasted until World War Two ended millions of lives, destroyed houses, factories
and roads, changed the political asset of Europe and brought the horror of the atomic bomb. Most important of
all, German and then Russian conquests in Eastern Europe had provoked a massive refugee problem, with
millions of people wandering across Europe in search of a new home. Anyway its most cruel impact was on
ordinary people. Unlike The First World War, which affected mainly soldiers, there was no one living in the
countries at war whose life was not affected in some way. This was the experience of British people, too. A
period of reforms started and the so called Welfare State was created to remove social injustice. The State took
care of its poor citizens and assured them a system of social service: The Education Act, the National Health
Service Act, the National Insurance Act, provided respectively free school education, free medical and
hospital service and assistance in case of unemployment, sickness, and maternity as well as retirement
pensions. The Welfare State had of course its cost and the Government was obliged to increase its income by
taxation. A policy of nationalization was started, too: Both Richards and Leavis considered that a writer must
write clearly and simply about things as they were, and this was what the writers of the thirties did. The poets
of the thirties wrote their poems with a purpose: They also realized that Western Society was beginning to lose
its organic vitality and that people were in danger of losing their individuality. They were also known as The
Divided Generation because they were divided between their longing of being poets and committed citizens as
well. The majority of them were militant political activists and proposed left-wing solutions. They believed in
Communism as the ideal means to overcome alienation, poverty and sufferings. They took the side of the
Republicans in the Spanish Civil War but many of them changed later their mind because disillusioned with
Stalinism. The most outstanding figure was Wystan Hugh Auden. They were against intellectual and
committed poetry and were in favour of a poetry in which they felt they could liberate their emotions. They
wrote poems dealing with love, sex, birth and death. Following Surrealism, they went beyond the rational and
concentrated on images which came spontaneously to the mind. One of the most important among the was
Dylan Thomas. He had a very stormy life and died tragically in New York of brain damages caused by alcohol
on November 9th, He was born in Swansea, Wales, on 27th October, He did not go beyond grammar school.
After working as a reporter on a Swansea newspaper, he moved to London and worked at the BBC writing
some radio-plays. He was constantly in need of money because he spent it as soon as he earned it, and further
he was very fond of drinking. Even after his marriage, he went on living a bohemian and penniless life quite
often depending on the generosity of his friends. But the alcohol had mined his health and he died inNew York
at the age of The most important part of his literary production consists of poetry, even if he wrote prose
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works, a play and a number of film scripts. Among his prose works we can mention Portrait of the Artist as a
Young Dog, an imaginary autobiography, mocking Joyce in the title. Among his drama and film scripts we
can mention Under Milk Wood, a radio-play for voices recorded by Thomas himself. To better understand his
poetry, we have to focus on some elements of his life. The first was his Welsh origin and his childhood spent
in Swansea, in Southern Wales, in close contact with the beautiful landscape of the coast and its people and
tradition Wordsworth but also a depressed area with unemployment and poverty. His Welshness and his
childhood remained one of the main sources of inspiration in his poetry which was mainly nature poetry. The
second element that affected his poetry was the Second World War. When it broke out, Thomas fell into a
deep state of depression and became more socially committed. Many of the poems written during this period
deal with the tragic consequences of the War. The third element was his unconventional life-style his fondness
to alcohol and his constant need of money. As far as his literary influences, they are described in an Essay
titled Notes on the Art of Poetry. He makes frequent use of imagery, powerful and suggestive but also obscure.
The poet himself was aware of it when he wrote: They are not the words that express what I want to express.
They are only the words I can find that come near to express a half. His poetry is seen as a natural organic
process of constructive and destructive images. Thomas wrote to a friend: I let this image contradict the first.
Thomas reacted and opposed the social realism and political commitment of the s returning to themes of
Nature. He sees Nature as a life-giving force, an energy that flows through every living creature and unifies all
things. It is connected with the life itself, from birth to death. There is a certain unity between life and death,
between creation and destruction. Both life and death are involved in the same process of regeneration driven
by the Supreme Will who is at the heart of the universe. This superior Will drives both vegetables and human
life and it is preserver and destroyer at the same time Shelley. Death is only a stage in the eternal cycle of
living and dying which involves not only man but all nature. The unity between man and nature is also the
main theme of The Force that Through the Green Fuse Drives the Flower, in which man is seen immersed into
nature, involved in the natural process of the cycle of life and death: In the past man and nature lived within
the merry cycle of natural life. Just as death and life, man and nature coexist in the eternal cycle of destruction
and creation. His idea on the role of the poet is rooted on the Welsh tradition: Thomas loved words and music
and considered his poems like songs. His poetry is intensely musical. The importance of the musicality goes
back to the influence of the Mother Goose tales his parents taught him when he was a child. He believed that a
poet was a singer of songs and used, as said before, to have public readings of his poems aloud. He often
revised and polished his verses taking into account that they had to be also read aloud. He put particular
attention to how they would sound. Thomas shared many themes with the Romantics. Among them, the most
important are the conception of nature as a living force flowing through everything, men, animals, plants and
apparently inanimate objects and the idealization of childhood seen as a mystical age in which the glory of
creation shines through everything. This internal relationship between the world of nature and the human one
underlines that the essence of man and nature is the same. This allusion extends the connection between the
vegetal and animal world to the divine. Then every man must make a sacrifice for the salvation of nature. And
death shall have no dominion. The poem deals with the theme of the final redemption after death. The title line
opens and closes each stanza both to stress the immortality of the soul and the triumph over death and to
introduce the main theory of his philosophy, that is the idea of birth and regeneration. It is an affirmation of
faith in life: To stress that death will be always defeated the poet uses in the first two stanzas contrasting
images: Though â€¦Though reinforces the idea of the triumph over death. The rebirth takes place through
nature: This opening places the poem in a timeless context. In line 3 the poets dislocates two terms may be to
obtain unexpected meanings. Marianni This poem is contained in the collection Deaths and Entrances
published in Unlike other poems by Thomas, it is more easily understandable. The poet is recollecting an
episode of his childhood. The poem is set in a park with trees, birds, a lake, a fountain, rockery stones and
groves. The habitual visitors are the hunchback, the children, the truant boys and the nurses. There is the park
keeper, too. The setting and the actions of the people are very realistic.
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Give me your mouth. Your grace is as beautiful as sleep. You move against me like a wave That moves in
sleep. Your body spreads across my brain Like a bird filled summer; Not like a body, not like a separate thing,
But like a nimbus that hovers Over every other thing in all the world. You are beautiful, As beautiful as the
folding Of your hands in sleep. We have grown old in the afternoon. Here in our orchard we are as old As she
is now, wherever dissipate In that distant sea her gleaming dust Flashes in the wave crest Or stains the murex
shell. All about us the old farm subsides Into the honey bearing chaos of high summer. In those far islands the
temples Have fallen away, and the marble Is the color of wild honey. There is nothing left of the gardens That
were once about them, of the fat Turf marked with cloven hooves. Only the sea grass struggles Over the
crumbled stone, Only the blue and yellow Of the sea, and the cliffs Red in the distance across the bay. Her
memory has passed to our lips now. Gold colossal domes of cumulus cloud Lift over the undulant, sibilant
forest. The air presses against the earth. Thunder breaks over the mountains. Far off, over the Adirondacks,
Lightning quivers, almost invisible In the bright sky, violet against The grey, deep shadows of the bellied
clouds. The sweet virile hair of thunder storms Brushes over the swelling horizon. Take off your shoes and
stockings. I will kiss your sweet legs and feet As they lie half buried in the tangle Of rank scented midsummer
flowers. Take off your clothes. I will press Your summer honeyed flesh into the hot Soil, into the crushed,
acrid herbage Of midsummer. Let your body sink Like honey through the hot Granular fingers of summer. We
have enough for a while. Kiss me with your mouth Wet and ragged, your mouth that tastes Of my own flesh.
Read to me again The twisting music of that language That is of all others, itself a work of art. Read again
those isolate, poignant words Saved by ancient grammarians And declensions of the more ancient dead. Lean
back in the curve of my body, Press your bruised shoulders against The damp hair of my body. Think, sweet
linguist, In this world the ablative is impossible. No other one will help us here. We must help ourselves to
each other. The wind walks slowly away from the storm; Veers on the wooded crests; sounds In the valleys.
Here we are isolate, One with the other; and beyond This orchard lies isolation, The isolation of all the world.
Do not talk any more. Do not break silence until We are weary of each other. My face sinks In the clotted
summer of your hair. The sound of the bees stops. Stillness falls like a cloud. The sun has fallen away. Now
there are amber Long lights on the shattered Boles of the ancient apple trees. Our bodies move to each other
As bodies move in sleep; At once filled and exhausted, As the summer moves to autumn, As we, with Sappho,
move towards death. My eyelids sink toward sleep in the hot Autumn of your uncoiled hair. Your body moves
in my arms On the verge of sleep; And it is as though I held In my arms the bird filled Evening sky of
summer.
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